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Barriers and distances as determinants for the evolution of bird migration links:
the arctic shorebird system

Sara S. Henningsson* and Thomas Alerstam

Department of Animal Ecology, Lund University, Ecology Building, 22362 Lund, Sweden

We analysed migratory connectivity between different winter quarters and breeding sectors in the circumpolar tundra region for arctic shorebirds, in relation to migratory distances and ecological barriers. Total distances and barriers were calculated and measured for all potential migratory orthodrome links between 10 selected winter regions and 12 breeding sectors. The migratory segment between the northernmost stopover site and the breeding area, associated with the entry to and exit from the tundra during spring and autumn migration, respectively, was also identified and measured for each potential link.

The analysis indicated that the evolution of migratory links among arctic shorebirds is constrained not by distance as such but by distance across ecological barriers, possibly because of the complex adaptations required for barrier crossing and extensive detour migration (and in a few cases because barrier distances exceed the birds’ theoretical flight range capacity). A particularly pronounced barrier effect of the Arctic Ocean, as apparent from a sharp decline in migratory connectivity between the opposite sides of the Arctic Ocean, may reflect a crucial importance of favourable entry and exit conditions for successfully occupying different sectors of the tundra breeding area by shorebirds from winter regions situated at widely different total distances in both the southern and northern hemispheres.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is commonly accepted as a fact that one of the ultimate factors that limits species ranges is ecological barriers that prohibit dispersal (Cox & Moore 2000). For many long-distance migratory bird species though, and particularly for the Arctic shorebird group, where long non-stop migratory flights across deserts, mountains and oceans are known to occur, ecological barriers may appear to have little or no great effect on range extension.

Instead, it has been proposed that range limitations for long-distance migratory species are primarily attributable to other biological/ecological (e.g. Brown et al. 1996), historical (e.g. Pielou 1979; Kraaijeveld & Nieboer 2000) and genetic factors (Böning-Gaese et al. 1998; Bensch 1999), and even to increased dispersal itself that dilutes adaptation in the range periphery (Kirkpatrick & Barton 1997).

Many arctic shorebirds are capable of very long non-stop flights (e.g. Williams & Williams 1991; Pennyquick & Battley 2003). Because the energy, time, and safety costs associated with migration ought to increase roughly in proportion with migratory distance (e.g. Alerstam & Lindström 1990; Houston 1998; Lank et al. 2003) we would still however, expect an effect of both migratory distance and barriers on the evolution of migratory links between different potential breeding and wintering regions.

The evolutionary significance of ecological barriers for migration routes has been recognized in many birds and the effects have been described to vary both between groups of birds and migratory systems. (e.g. Moreau 1972; Berthold 1993; Kerlinger 1995; Fujita et al. 2004; Irwin & Irwin 2005). The shorebirds rely on quite specific coastal or wetland habitats. Several types of landforms where there are no or few such habitats can therefore constitute severe barriers to migration and hence influence migratory routes and distribution of these species. We expect that migration routes are influenced by ecological barriers because of the extra cost they add to migration. Traversing a barrier requires an extra energy and safety cost resulting from the carrying of heavy fuel loads. Likewise, circumventing a barrier also entails increased costs primarily in time and energy (but also in safety) associated with the longer flight distance of the detour route (Alerstam 2001). Thus, any continuous distance along a potential migratory route that is made up of landforms where fuelling options are unavailable may involve a significant barrier effect and affect the evolution of migratory routes and hence, render certain areas inaccessible as breeding or wintering areas.

Another important limitation to the evolution of routes linking certain winter and breeding regions is probably posed by the geographical configuration of suitable high-quality northermost stopover sites that provide access to the different sectors of the circumpolar Arctic (Alerstam et al. 1986). It is possible that these northermost staging sites may be of particularly critical importance for the breeding distribution of birds from different winter regions. When the birds arrive at these northern latitudes in spring the nutrient resources on the tundra are still quite limited and the climate conditions may be quite harsh. Because of the advantage it involves for a bird to arrive at
the breeding ground at the right time and in good condition (e.g. Marra et al. 1998; Drent et al. 2003), birds whose breeding destinations are relatively close to these final stopover sites in spring may have a selective advantage over those whose breeding grounds are more remote (Alerstam et al. 1986).

As the feeding conditions in the Arctic regions deteriorate as the summer season progresses, access to these northern major stopover sites may be of critical importance also during autumn migration.

In this study we investigate the large-scale patterns of migratory connectivity of shorebird populations between major winter regions and the different Arctic regions, and we aim to analyse (i) whether and to what degree these are influenced by the total migration distance and the geographical configuration of continents and major landforms. More precisely, we ask whether the total distance of potential links between winter and breeding regions affect the degree to which they are existing links in the migration systems of the different shorebird species. We also ask whether continuous stretches of landform types such as open oceans, deserts, mountains, glaciers or pack ice along these potential links have a barrier effect on migration and thereby also on connectivity.

We also test (ii) whether the location of major northernmost staging areas (‘entry sites’) used by the shorebirds on spring migration before their final flights to the tundra breeding destinations are of particular critical importance in providing access to the tundra regions. The focus is on spring migration rather than autumn migration because the Arctic shorebirds are assumed to be under the strictest pressure then as food availability may be severely limited at northerly latitudes at this time of the year.

Finally (iii), we compare the distance and barrier relationships for connectivity between a specific winter region and different breeding regions with the corresponding relationships for connectivity between a specific breeding region and different winter regions. The asymmetry between these two perspectives on migration links is important for understanding the different evolutionary situations for birds in a given winter and breeding region, respectively.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Spatial information about the global breeding and wintering ranges of 30 Arctic shorebird species was compiled from ornithological literature sources and digitally mapped in an ARC VIEW 3.2 GIS (ESRI 1992–2000) project (for procedure and sources about the species’ ranges and for the spatial definition of Arctic tundra biome see Henningsson & Alerstam 2005). The 30 species selected for this study have breeding ranges that are primarily contained in the Arctic tundra biome. More precisely, the species are the Arctic members included in the genera: Arenaria, Calidris, Charadrius, Eurytaxocercus, Limicola, Limnodromus, Limosa, Phalacrocorax, Phaeocharis and Tryngites.

We also selected 10 different winter ‘hotspot’ regions, with a high abundance and diversity of wintering shorebird species (figure 1).

Each species’ breeding range was denoted as present or absent in each of 36 Arctic sectors (34 with Arctic tundra) based on a longitudinal 10° sector division of the circumpolar Arctic (figure 1).

![Figure 1. Azimuthal equidistant projection of the Earth centred at the North Pole. The schematic positions of 10 major wintering regions for shorebirds are encircled and numbered. The longitudinal division of the Arctic into 36 sectors (34 contain Arctic tundra) is indicated with numbers. The links between the 10 winter regions and 12 equally spaced tundra sectors were used for barrier measurements.](image-url)
analysed (the entry links (total distance and landform distances) were regression analysis. variables was investigated using backward multivariate linear regression analysis.

also investigated using backward multivariate linear species occupancy and the entry landform covariates was regression model. Two sets of staging sites were analysed in remaining part of each total link in a combined multivariate crucial in providing access to the different tundra regions sectors and winter regions are drawn according to the azimuthal equidistant map projection (figure 1) with geographic features

Table 1. Correlation coefficients between species occupancy and distances of barriers and other habitats associated with (a) each total link and (b) entry link. (Number of links in both (a) and (b) are 120 and asterisks indicate levels of statistical significance (*p<0.05; **p<0.01).)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>(a) total link Pearson’s r</th>
<th>(b) entry link Pearson’s r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inland</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coast</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ocean</td>
<td>-0.25**</td>
<td>-0.28*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain range</td>
<td>-0.22*</td>
<td>-0.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glacier</td>
<td>-0.22*</td>
<td>-0.19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desert</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.43**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum barriers</td>
<td>-0.30**</td>
<td>-0.36**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total distance</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

entry link were measured on the globe as for the total links. The landform categories for the entry links were: inland, coast, Arctic Ocean and pack ice, other ocean, and glacier.

We tested whether the number of species from a given winter region that occupy a certain area in the Arctic, from here on referred to as species occupancy, is affected by the total distance of the associated migratory link and the segment distances of the different landforms and geographical barriers along the link. More precisely, we analysed the correlations between species occupancy and the distance of total links and of the separate landforms constituting the links \((n=120)\).

The combined effect on species occupancy of the total link variables was investigated using backward multivariate linear regression analysis.

Similarly, the correlations between species occupancy and the entry links (total distance and landform distances) were analysed \((n=120)\). The combined association between species occupancy and the entry landform covariates was also investigated using backward multivariate linear regression analysis.

In order to test whether these entry links are particularly crucial in providing access to the different tundra regions we also analysed the relative effects of entry links and the remaining part of each total link in a combined multivariate regression model. Two sets of staging sites were analysed in parallel with one set including sites used particularly during spring (entry migration to the tundra) and one including the typical autumn sites (exit migration from the tundra). Many of the northernmost stopover sites were the same during spring and autumn migration, and the two sets of staging sites were thus highly similar. Because the two sets of analyses yield almost identical results we have chosen to focus on the set representing the spring situation and the part of the migratory link that provide entry to the tundra regions. However, we would like to point out that the importance of the northernmost parts of the migration links could also reflect constraints to the exit routes away from the tundra zones during autumn migration.

The univariate correlations and linear regressions between species occupancy and distance and barrier extent of total links were also analysed within winter region and breeding location, respectively. Hence, from the winter region perspective there are 10 different correlation and regression coefficients, each based on the 12 potential links associated with each winter region. Conversely, from the breeding area perspective, there are 12 different correlation and regression coefficients, each based on the 10 potential links associated with each breeding location.

3. RESULTS
(a) Connectivity patterns
All potential links (120) between the 12 arctic sectors and the 10 winter regions were organized in matrices representing occupied and non-occupied links (and the number of species associated with an occupied link), the orthodrome distances as well as the landform distances constituting the links. Of these 120 links 54 are occupied and 38 of these are occupied by more than one species. The maximum number of species occupying a link is 8 and these are birds wintering in northwest Australia and breeding in sectors 32 and 35 in eastern Siberia. The occupied and non-occupied links are schematically depicted in figure 2. It is notable that unused links often tend to run across the polar region while used links rarely do this.

(b) Correlations
There are significantly negative correlations between species occupancy and each of the four different types of
barrier (i.e. ocean, mountain range, glacier and desert) measured along the total links, and when the distances of these barriers are considered together (sum barriers) the correlation is quite strong. In contrast, there is no significant correlation between species occupancy and total link distance (sum barriers + inland + coast; table 1a and figure 3a).

There are also significant negative relationships between species occupancy and each of the barriers associated with the entry part of the links. Entry distances across oceans, and particularly Arctic Ocean have relatively strong negative effects on species occupancy (table 1b). The combined negative effect on species occupancy by the different landform barriers (sum barriers) associated with the entry part of the links is even slightly stronger than for the total link. Total distance of the entry links also has a negative effect on species occupancy which is not the case for the total distance of the total links (table 1a, b; figure 3a, b).

(e) Multivariate linear regression

Three different multivariate linear regression models were calculated with species occupancy of the different migratory links as dependent variable (n = 120; table 2). Model 1a refers to the total route and includes all total link covariates (independent variables: inland, coast, ocean, glacier, desert and mountain range). This model explained about 26% of the species occupancy variation. Stepwise removal of the least significant covariate until all covariates included met a significance criterion of p < 0.05 yielded model 1b, with three remaining covariates (ocean, glacier and mountain) that together explained about 20% of the species occupancy (table 2).

Entry links were analysed in an analogous way, with model 2a including all initial entry link covariates (inland, coast, glacier, Arctic Ocean and other ocean). This model accounted for 22% of the variation in species occupancy of the 120 different migratory links. Model 2b included only entry link covariates with a significant (p < 0.05) contribution to the model (coast, Arctic Ocean and remaining ocean).

A combined model initially including the significant covariates from the final entry link model and the significant covariates associated with the remaining part of the total link (model 3a; table 2) had an $R^2$ value slightly higher than any of the separate models 1b and 2b, respectively. The stepwise removal of the covariates that

---

**Table 2. Multivariate regression models for species occupancy of links in relation to distances of different types of barriers and other habitats.**

(The contributory value of each barrier covariate to each model is indicated by the standardized regression coefficient ($\beta$) and significance value. The explanatory value for each model on the variation in species occupancy of links is represented by the model $R^2$ value. $R^2$ values for the final models (1b, 2b, 3b), after excluding non-significant variables by backward elimination, are indicated in bold figures. (Model 1a) total route, initial variables; (1b) total route, final variables; (2a) exit/entry route, initial variables; (2b) exit/entry route, final variables; (3a) combined 1b and 1a, initial variables; (3b) combined 1b and 1a, final variables. Ocean1, including Arctic Ocean and pack ice; ocean distance for total routes; ocean2, excluding Arctic Ocean and pack ice; ocean distance for exit/entry routes; ocean3, excluding Arctic Ocean and pack ice; ocean distance for total routes.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>variables</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>significance</th>
<th>model $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>inland</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.498</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coast</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ocean$_1$</td>
<td>-0.392</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glacier</td>
<td>-0.143</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>desert</td>
<td>-0.200</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>-0.327</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>ocean$_1$</td>
<td>-0.350</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td><strong>0.20</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glacier</td>
<td>-0.204</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>-0.332</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>inland</td>
<td>-0.099</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coast</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>glacier</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ocean$_2$</td>
<td>-0.230</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arctic ocean</td>
<td>-0.347</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>coast</td>
<td>-0.175</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td><strong>0.21</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ocean$_2$</td>
<td>-0.221</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arctic ocean</td>
<td>-0.340</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>glacier$_{route}$</td>
<td>-0.127</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain$_{route}$</td>
<td>-0.320</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ocean$_{route}$</td>
<td>-0.252</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coast$_{entry}$</td>
<td>-0.241</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arctic ocean$_{entry}$</td>
<td>-0.296</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>ocean$_{totalroute}$</td>
<td>-0.249</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td><strong>0.27</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain$_{totalroute}$</td>
<td>-0.319</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coast$_{entry}$</td>
<td>-0.257</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arctic ocean$_{entry}$</td>
<td>-0.327</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 3. Correlation (r) and regression coefficients (B; per 10^6 m) for the relationships between the number of species associated with each link and both the total distance and the summed barrier distances of that link when links are analysed separately based on winter region origin (n = 10) and breeding region origin (n = 12), respectively. (For each winter region, r and B are calculated for the 12 possible links to the different breeding sectors, and the table shows the mean and scatter for these values for the 10 different winter regions. Similarly, for each breeding sector, r and B are calculated for the 10 possible links to the different winter regions, and the mean and scatter for these values are shown for the 12 different breeding sectors.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>total distance</th>
<th>sum barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>r</strong> within winter region</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>within breeding sector</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong> within winter region</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>within breeding sector</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were not significantly contributing to the model here yielded model 3b (table 2) that included ocean, mountain, coast (of the entry link) and Arctic Ocean as independent variables. Two of the variables in model 3b thus refer to the entry part of migration and two to the remaining part of the total migration link. Furthermore, the explanatory power of this model (27%) exceeded that of models 1b and 2b, showing that the entry parts of links do not alone account for all of the barrier effect on species occupancy because there are also important barrier elements associated with the remaining parts of the total links (table 2).

(d) **Winter region versus breeding region perspective**

The negative relationships between species occupancy and total distance and barrier as calculated within each separate winter region (winter region perspective) are generally stronger than the corresponding relationship within each separate breeding sector (breeding area perspective). This holds for both total links and entry links (table 3; figure 4). The mean correlation coefficients and the mean slopes for the linear regressions between both species occupancy and sum barrier extent as well as species occupancy and total distance show much stronger negative relationships for the winter region perspective than for the breeding sector perspective. In general, within each of the different winter regions, the number of species using the migratory links tends to decrease sharply with increased total distance of the potential links (figure 4a).

On average, within winter regions the number of species drops by 0.54 for an increase of 1000 km in total distance of migratory links (table 3; figure 4a). However, this decline occurs at widely different absolute distances for the different winter regions, giving as a result a lack of significant overall correlation with total distance when species occupancy is analysed across all winter regions (cf. table 1; figure 3a). In contrast, when considering the relationships of species occupancy versus total distance within the different breeding sectors, the number of populations is generally declining very slowly or not at all with the total distance of the potential links (figure 4b). On average, the decline is only 0.10 species per 1000 km increase in distance (table 3), over approximately the same distance ranges between 5000 and 15 000 km for the different breeding sectors (figure 4b). The differences in regression coefficients between the winter region and breeding region perspectives are statistically significant for both the relationship of species occupancy versus total distance and that of species occupancy versus sum barrier distance (Mann–Whitney U-tests p < 0.01 for both total distance and sum barriers; cf. table 3).

4. **DISCUSSION**

Our results show that there is no distinct overall effect of total distance on the utilization of migratory links for the arctic shorebirds (figure 3a; table 1a). We had expected that links involving shorter overall flight distances, and

![Figure 4. Linear relationships between species occupancy and total distance for (a) links from the same winter region (10 different winter regions; 10 regressed lines) to all 12 tundra sectors and for (b) links from the same tundra sector (12 different tundra breeding sectors; 12 regression lines) to all 10 winter regions.](image)
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A possible interpretation of these results is that some

birds have much to gain from wintering in regions further

south. For many birds, the advantage of spending the

winter in austral summer conditions apparently outweighs

the extra cost of the long migratory journey. Hence, there

is a trade-off situation such that a bird can either choose to

spend the winter on northerly wintering grounds and

experience less benign winter survival conditions yet have

the advantage of short migration with early arrival both at

the breeding ground (Drent et al. 2003) and at the

wintering ground (Salomonsen 1955). Alternatively, a

bird can choose to over-winter in the southern hemisphere

and enjoy the austral summer resource peak at these

latitudes and thereby increase winter survival probability

while perhaps also being relieved of some of the

competition pressure they would otherwise have experi-

enced from other migrants and residents at more northerly

winter sites. In return, these birds have to adapt their

annual time, energy, and safety budget to cope with the

increased migration costs. Because of this trade-off

between long- and short-distance migration, the

migratory patterns of the Arctic shorebird system

may reflect a balance, ultimately competition driven

(Salomonsen 1955), between the different wintering

scenarios which result in a fairly even representation of

populations in all categories of migration distances.

In contrast to the lack of correlation between connec-

tivity and total distance, there is a distinct negative

correlation between connectivity and the amount of
ecological barriers encountered along a direct route of

that link. That is to say, links that are interrupted by

extensive segments of open oceans and, to lesser degree,

mountain ridges and glaciers are less likely to become

linked than links with a geographic configuration

primarily along coasts or across lowlands (tables 1

and 2).

Essentially, there are three main potential explanations

behind the distinct negative effects of ecological barriers

on migration links. Links would not be expected to evolve

across barriers if (i) the distances of the barrier crossings

exceed the birds' theoretical flight range. In our analysis

however, this factor cannot account for much of the

avoidance of ecological barriers, as most of these barriers

entail distances well within the possible flight ranges of

the shorebirds (Gudmundsson et al. 1991; Hedenström &

Alerstam 1992; Pennyquick & Battley 2003). As a matter

of fact, only 15 of the 120 links contain a continuous

barrier of more than 5000 km (the longest continuous

barrier measured is a 7740 km stretch over the Atlantic

Ocean between northeast South America and Iceland).

Links entailing large barriers may evolve less frequently

also because of (ii) the extra time, energy and safety costs

costs of transporting large fuel loads required for barrier

crossing (or the extra time, energy and safety cost

associated with increased distance of detours; Alerstam

2001). However, this seems somewhat paradoxical

considering that, as discussed above, the extra costs

associated with long distance migration apparently do

not constrain the evolution of migration links for these

birds. This indicates that barriers involve costs that do not

merely correspond to an added distance but may be of

a qualitatively different kind. Perhaps more importantly

(iii) there may be particular evolutionary constraints to the

establishment of migration routes across or around

ecological barriers. In contrast to mere extensions of the

total migratory distance, extensive non-stop flights across

different types of barrier require particular physiological

and behavioural adaptations (e.g. ability to store and carry

large fuel loads, ability to cope with extreme temperature

conditions or extreme altitudes etc.) and detours may

require particular adaptations to orientation programmes

(Gwinner & Wiltschko 1978; Berthold 1993; Gwinner

1996; Alerstam et al. 2003).

The barrier effect is exceptionally pronounced in the

northern parts of the links close to the breeding regions, i.e.

the Arctic Ocean appears to contribute substantially as a

barrier in preventing certain links becoming established

(tables 1b and 2). It is surprising that a possible winter

region that is located on the opposite side of the pole with

respect to a certain Arctic sector is never occupied by birds

from that sector even if the total distance is shorter than to

some of the winter regions that are occupied and that lie on

the same side of the pole. For the 120 potential links, only

one is occupied that connects a region in the Arctic with a

winter region located at the opposite side of the pole and

furthermore, among the species considered in this analysis,

only one species is represented in this link (figure 2a).

This highly unusual case is that of the central Siberian

populations of Calidris melanotos, where at least the

majority of the birds seem to still migrate to their ancestral

winter quarters in southern South America (Mead 1983;

Haig et al. 1997; Sutherland, 1998). However, there are

also other known cases of extensive barrier flights in the

Arctic region. For example, a link across the Greenland

icecap, used by at least three species of shorebirds

(C. canutus, Arenaria interpres, Charadrius hiaticula)

between the Canadian Arctic and Iceland and northwest

Europe, is indicative of the capability of some migrants to

traverse extensive and severe barriers when this is adaptive.

Gudmundsson & Alerstam (1998a) conducted track-
ing radar studies of transpolar bird migration in the central

polar basin during the summer of 1996. They observed, in

stark contrast to the peripheral areas of the Arctic Ocean,

an absence of bird migration from the zone near the North

Pole. Their observations confirm the patterns of migratory

connectivity that are revealed for the shorebird system

in our present study (figure 2a,b). As pointed out by

Gudmundsson & Alerstam (1998a), there is, with the

present geographic configuration of continents, no tundra

sector where the nearest potentially suitable winter region

is associated with a transpolar route. However, as there are

populations that travel to the southern hemisphere beyond

seemingly potential options located much closer, the

distance factor does not provide the full explanation.

As discussed earlier, evolution might favour migratory

routes that avoid extensive and costly non-stop flights,

which require special temporary physiological and beha-

vioural adaptations. Arctic Ocean crossing in particular

may be an unfeasible option, as the tundra environment

may not provide the resources required for such a feat.

In addition to being of little evolutionary value for birds to

perform trans-Arctic Ocean migrations, Gudmundsson &

Alerstam (1998a) proposed that severe orientation

complications in regions close to the North Pole may

provide yet another explanation to the negligible

migratory activity observed across the Arctic Ocean interior.

It appears from the present analysis that the migration segments that link the breeding grounds with the last and first northernmost stopover site in spring and autumn respectively, generally have had disproportionately large effects on the migration connectivity (tables 1 and 2). This is surprising as the entry links usually constitute relatively small segments of the total routes (with the exception of some of the links connecting the west European winter regions with certain tundra areas where the northernmost stopover sites are in or near the Wadden Sea, and where the ‘entry route’ therefore equals the total route). The mean proportion of the entire links that are entry segments is 40% (the proportions range between 6 and 100% for the 120 different migratory links in this analysis).

Much research on avian migration stresses the particular importance of the quality and location of the last stopover site on the birds’ arrival condition at breeding grounds and subsequent breeding success (e.g. Alerstam et al. 1986; Farmer & Wiens 1999; Drent et al. 2003). Our results support the possible key importance of these staging sites and their function in providing entry and exit to and from the tundra zones.

The asymmetry regarding distance and barrier effects between breeding region perspective and winter region perspective in this analysis is probably reflecting the effect of the Arctic Ocean barrier in particular. Of the 12 links from one and the same winter region to the different sectors in the Arctic, the links with the longest distances are always those connecting to the sectors on the remote side of the Arctic Ocean. As discussed earlier, there is a connectivity pattern that is essentially devoid of migratory links between winter regions and tundra sectors on the opposite side of the North Pole (figure 2). Because of this, negative relationships between both total distance and the summed barrier distances emerge prominently when links from each winter region are considered separately, but are deflated when links are considered from a breeding sector perspective. The fact that occupied links from a breeding sector do not include extensive Arctic Ocean crossings but still vary in both total distance and extent of other barriers, supports the conclusions that total distance in itself is less important for the establishment of the shorebird migration links and that there are particular evolutionary constraints associated with migration across the Arctic Ocean.

According to this view the migratory connectivity for the shorebirds is thus adapted to present day topography and geography of the continents. An alternative possibility is that historical climatic events such as the cycles of Quaternary glaciations have influenced the establishment of present migration routes (Engelmoer & Roselaar 1998; Moreau 1972; Williams & Webb 1996). The links from one breeding region may be associated with particular winter regions even if these are somewhat suboptimal under present day schemes both because of genetic constraints slowing down migratory direction change (e.g. contemporary populations trace ancestral routes; Kerlinger 1995) or social constraints (e.g. populations expand into new areas and acquire, by social transference, the migration routes already established by the native populations at a time when conditions were different). As the shorebirds’ tundra breeding zone probably underwent more dramatic changes during glacial and interglacial periods compared to their winter habitat on lower latitudes, there is a possibility that historical factors may thus provide an additional explanation why links appear to be more adaptive from a winter region perspective than from a breeding region perspective.

The major northernmost stopover sites, because of their critical importance in providing access for the shorebirds to the tundra breeding regions, are of great conservation concern especially in the light of future climate change and other rapid habitat deteriorations. Rapid climatic changes are thus not only a threat to the shorebird populations on the tundra breeding grounds but may also affect the migratory stopover sites with severe consequences for the migratory connectivity patterns in the Arctic.
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